SecureSoft Technologies LLC, a HUBZone certified, CMMC Registered Provider, Organization Certified and holder of GSA Federal Supply Schedule IT-70, provides high quality Data Protection, Network Engineering, Information and Cyber Security compliance and assessment services, System development and integrations as well as System Engineering services. Other services include CMMC support and Cybersecurity Awareness Training services.

**Core Capabilities**

- Provide Systems and Network Engineering
- Highly Adaptive Cybersecurity Services
  - Risk Vulnerability Assessment (RVA), Penetration Testing
  - Incident Response, Cyber Hunt
  - High Value Asset Assessments (HVA)
- Perform Risk Management Framework (RMF) Oversight and Compliance
- Of the United States Government Information Systems
- Furnish Cloud Services Security Support & Assessments
- Support Systems Development (Build applications) & Integration (integrating different applications for a particular cyber outcome)
- Implement Service Desk Operations (Service Desk Tier I, II, III)
- Provide Test and Evaluation Support (independent verification and validation and operational testing)
- Deliver Managed Security Services Provision (Data Protection, Vulnerability Management, Back-up Recovery, etc.)

**Past Performance**

**Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). May 2019 – Present.** Design and implement Information/Cybersecurity compliance requirement based on RMF for DLA Energy - Operational Technology Component of the Electronic Point of Sale Systems, (EPOS); to be deployed to over 900 locations.

**United States Air Force. Sept 2018 – Present.** Provide Network Engineering, Security design integrations and implementation for over 100K endpoints; Application and Network Security Information and Event Management tools design; as well as support Cybersecurity Operations.

**Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA). 2011 - 2019.** Delivered FEDRAMP+ Cybersecurity Subject Matter Expertise for Amazon Web Services; Implementations, Assessment and Authorizations for RMF support, Cybersecurity Operations, and Tier II and III Service Desk for National Background Information Services (NBIS); Provided RMF and Cybersecurity implementations for other communication and collaboration systems like DCO, DEOS and GVS.

**United States Army Test and Evaluation Command (ATEC). 2004 – 2019.** Oversaw all IT development and integrations, Security testing and evaluation for all phases of System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) for multiple information systems and projects like the General Fund Enterprise Business System (GFebs).

**Company Data**

SecureSoft Technologies LLC, a HUBZone certified, CMMC Registered Provider, Organization Certified and holder of GSA Federal Supply Schedule IT-70, provides high quality Data Protection, Network Engineering, Information and Cyber Security compliance and assessment services, System development and integrations as well as System Engineering services. Other services include CMMC support and Cybersecurity Awareness Training services.

**Business Attributes**

- DUNS: 173563847
- UEI: YC267U1KXPPW5
- CAGE Code: 4MNK7
- HUB Zone, SDB
- NAICS: 541519, 518210, 541330, 541511, 541512, 541513, 541690
- GSA IT-70 GS35F348GA HACS provider
- BPA: GS35F0584X-15JPS18APZMO0010
- ISO 9001: 2015 (Corporate Quality)
- CMMC RPO Certified
- Secret Facility Clearance

**Personnel**

WILLIAM ADDAI
President and CEO
waddai@secsofttech.com
Tel: 240-432-0120

Don Rondeau
Senior Advisor
DRondeau@secsofttech.com
Tel: 301-219-5664

**Differentiators**

- Perform Highly Adaptive Cybersecurity Services (HACS) in all five areas
- Possess highly qualified, skilled personnel (Personnel certified with DAWIA Level III, CCIE, CISSP, CCSP, CNDA)
- Offers exceptional customer service; delivers nimble and innovative service to our customers.